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Abstract
Zeolites are inorganic materials with wide industrial applications due to their topological diversity. Tailoring confinement effects in zeolite pores, for instance by crystallizing intergrown frameworks, can improve their catalytic and transport properties, but
controlling zeolite crystallization often relies on heuristics. In this work, we use computational simulations and data mining to design organic structure-directing agents
(OSDAs) to favor the synthesis of intergrown zeolites. First, we propose design principles to identify OSDAs which are selective towards both end members of the disordered
structure. Then, we mine a database of hundreds of thousands of zeolite-OSDA pairs
and downselect OSDA candidates to synthesize known intergrowth zeolites such as
CHA/AFX, MTT/TON, and BEC/ISV. The computationally designed OSDAs balance
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phase competition metrics and shape selectivity towards the frameworks, thus bypassing expensive dual-OSDA approaches typically used in the synthesis of intergrowths.
Finally, we propose potential OSDAs to obtain hypothesized disordered frameworks
such as AEI/SAV. This work may accelerate zeolite discovery through data-driven
synthesis optimization and design.

Zeolites are nanoporous materials with a myriad of applications in catalysis and separations. 1,2 Thanks to a broad diversity in topology and composition, their shape selectivity
can be tuned along with their thermal stability and catalytic activity. 3 While the complex
polymorphism observed in zeolites is key to creating tailored nanoporous materials for targeted applications, it hinders synthesis efforts due to phase competition between different
metastable structures. Often, crystallizing a desired framework requires labor-intensive optimization of synthesis conditions to overcome the nucleation and growth of competing phases.
Synthesis routes selective towards one framework usually rely on organic structure-directing
agents (OSDAs) which template the pore and cage structure of the targeted material. 4 However, selection of cost-effective OSDAs to crystallize the desired frameworks has historically
depended on trial-and-error processes. 5 While computational approaches have been developed to design OSDAs de novo, 6–9 these methods often lead to complex OSDAs with low
synthetic accessibility or low selectivity towards the targeted framework. 10
Compared to pure-phase frameworks, intergrown zeolites exhibit a structure that is disordered in at least one dimension. Typically, intergrowths are formed by periodic building
units related to each other by symmetry operations such as rotations or translations, 11 and
whose stacking enables them to form a defect-free interface between two topologically distinct domains. Although manually describing such structural faults is possible, 11 computational methods have enabled enumerating intergrown families such as ABC-6 12 or simulating
diffraction patterns. 13 More recently, structural descriptors have been proposed to quantify
whether two phases are topologically or geometrically compatible to form intergrown structures. 14
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As differences in local crystallographic environments affect confinement and transport
properties, intergrowth zeolites display catalytic behavior distinct from the pure end-member
phases. 15,16 For example, the silicoaluminophosphate form of the CHA/AEI intergrowth is
a competitive catalyst for the methanol-to-olefin (MTO) reaction compared to the commercial SAPO-34 catalyst. 17,18 However, the challenges of selective zeolite synthesis are exacerbated in the case of intergrowths. Traditional routes for synthesizing the high-silica form
of CHA/AEI require the combination of two specific OSDAs for CHA and AEI, 19 which
increases the synthesis complexity and cost. In addition, tuning the synthesis conditions
to favor the formation of the desired intergrowth requires labor-intensive experimentation.
Nevertheless, this dual-OSDA approach has been the standard for crystallizing several intergrown zeolites, 20 despite being limited by: (i) the need to design two equally-selective
OSDAs, (ii) the heuristic optimization of the synthesis conditions to avoid the collapse to a
single phase, and (iii) avoiding formation of extraneous competing phases.
Recently, we have performed high-throughput simulations to quantify phase competition
in zeolites. 10,21,22 The large number of simulated zeolite-OSDA pairs allowed rationalizing
historical synthesis outcomes from the literature, explaining accessibility windows, and aluminum distributions in single zeolite frameworks as a function of OSDA shape and charge
distribution. Furthermore, the data was used to control the synthesis of an aluminosilicate
CHA/AEI intergrowth with an OSDA with dual selectivity. By designing OSDAs with shapes
and binding energies competitive towards the two frameworks forming the intergrowth, we
have demonstrated that this disordered structure can be crystallized in its high-silica form. 10
In this work, we extend these design principles towards several other intergrown zeolites by
combining simulations and data mining. Starting from a dataset of hundreds of thousands
of zeolite-OSDA pairs, we singled out potential bi-selective OSDAs for the synthesis of both
known and hypothesized intergrowths. To demonstrate the applicability of the method towards small, medium, and large-pore zeolites, we designed potential bi-selective OSDAs for
the CHA/AFX, MTT/TON, and BEC/ISV intergrowths. Finally, the strategy is extended
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to several known frameworks, and one example of a hypothesized intergrowth. This work is
expected to accelerate the discovery of intergrowth zeolites through theory and simulations.
This new computational strategy for designing an intergrowth zeolite is shown in Fig.
1. OSDAs known to be selective towards pure phase zeolites are used as references for
the shape, such as N-ethyl-N-methyl-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinium for AEI 23 and N,N,Ntrimethyladamantammonium for CHA 24 (Fig. 1a). Then, new OSDAs for the intergrowth
can be designed using phase competition and shape metrics. Binding metrics built upon
binding energies were calculated for OSDAs retrieved from the literature and for chemically
modified ones. 10,25 In particular, we define the competition energy by comparing the binding energies of one OSDA towards all calculated frameworks, and adopting the second-best
zeolite-OSDA pair as the energy reference. This quantifies how strong are the phase competition effects for a given OSDA, with more negative values indicating less competition.
Moreover, the shape of an OSDA is quantified by first projecting nuclear coordinates of the
molecule into a two-dimensional space using a principal component analysis, and later measuring the two axes describing the molecule (see Supporting Information). 10 When designing
bi-selective OSDAs for intergrowth systems, we postulate that an ideal bi-selective OSDA
should: (i) be an equally strong binder towards both phases forming the intergrowth, (ii) be
a weak binder towards all other competing phases (Fig. 1b), and (iii) have a geometry that
is in-between the reference OSDAs in the shape space, thus favoring the crystallization of
both structures (Fig. 1c). 10
Beyond the previously demonstrated CHA/AEI intergrowth, we discuss the application
of this method to many other intergrown zeolites of practical interest. For example, the highsilica CHA/AFX zeolite is used in applications such as MTO reaction, or selective catalytic
reduction of NOx (NOx -SCR), but is typically synthesized using a mixture of OSDAs. 20
Although both zeolites are ABC-6 structures and have cages with similar diameters, the aft
cage in AFX zeolite is 40% longer than the cha cage. This discrepancy in size has led AFX
to be synthesized with longer OSDAs, including diquaternary ammonium molecules such
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Figure 1: a, Diagram of the method. Starting from known, selective OSDAs for the synthesis
of pure-phase components, a shape interpolation is performed to locate a bi-selective OSDA.
b, Schematic of predicted OSDA selectivity towards the pure zeolites and the intergrowth.
Along with the binding energies, bi-selective OSDAs should also satisfy c, shape matching
requirements. Often, binding energy metrics give rise to selectivity domains in the shape
space.
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as 1,4-bis(1-azoniabicyclo[2.2.2]octane)butyl, 26 or monocationic OSDAs such as 1,3-bis(1adamantyl)imidazolium. 27
Figure 2 shows the proposed OSDAs for a CHA/AFX intergrowth based on the biselectivity design principles. As the gme cage in the AFX framework is not occupied by
an OSDA, but may be stabilized by an inorganic structure-directing agent, the binding
energy per SiO2 alone, as is traditionally normalized, does not determine the likelihood of
crystallizing this framework. 10 Quantifying phase competition effects of both inorganic and
organic structure-directing agents at the same could provide additional insights on these
phase boundaries, but simulations with these effects are overly expensive. Instead, the
proposed OSDAs can also be compared with respect to their binding energy normalized per
OSDA (Table S1 in the Supporting Information), which has been proven useful to describe
structure-direction in cage-based zeolites. 10 All computer-designed OSDAs in Fig. 2b exhibit
intermediate binding energies both for CHA and AFX. In addition, the templates are longer
than TMAda, as required to favor the formation of the AFX framework in addition to
the cha cage. Interestingly, most of the proposed OSDAs may crystallize the aft cage by
promoting intermolecular π − π stacking, which enables two molecules to fit in a single aft
cage (Fig. S1 in the Supporting Information). On the other hand, flexible OSDAs may favor
the crystallization of the cha cage by adopting a folded conformation, or the aft cage by
adopting the longer conformation (Fig. S2).
The MTT and TON zeolites also form intergrowths of practical interest. Both zeolites
have one-dimensional medium-sized pores and can be synthesized in the aluminosilicate form.
The slight differences in pore sizes of MTT and TON could lead to membranes with high
shape selectivity, as has been observed for the MEL/MFI case. 28 However, the synthesis
of an MTT/TON intergrowth is typically performed by using the dual-OSDA approach,
hindering the control of phase fraction. 29 Figure 3 shows monocationic OSDAs proposed to
enable the control of the MTT/TON intergrowth. Differently from Fig. 2a, MTT or TON
are not the best hosts for most OSDAs based on the phase competition metrics (Fig. 3c).
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Figure 2: a, Reference OSDAs for the synthesis of CHA and AFX. b, Proposed OSDAs
for the synthesis of CHA/AFX intergrowth. c, Phase competition metrics and d, shape
matching between CHA and AFX.
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However, fine-tuning the synthesis conditions may direct the formation of these zeolites and
the corresponding intergrowth. Although synthesis parameters cannot be selected purely
through simulations, past literature outcomes and machine learning models trained on them
may guide the exploration of synthesis routes. 25,30 Interestingly, since MTT has a slightly
smaller unit cell than TON, variations of binding energy with respect to shape depend on
the commensurability of the OSDA within the framework (Fig. 3d). At a value of 4 Å for
Axis 1, OSDAs are more favorable towards MTT than TON. As this value increases, the
color shifts towards blue, indicating that slightly longer OSDAs favor TON over MTT. Since
the zeolites are simulated with supercells, the pattern starts to repeat at a value of 8 Å for
Axis 1. This suggests that an MTT/TON intergrowth could be controlled by varying the
length of the molecule, in addition to its binding energy. The examples of OSDAs shown in
Fig. 3b exhibit a variety of lengths, and are likely to direct the formation of the MTT/TON
intergrowth.
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Figure 3: a, Reference OSDAs for the synthesis of MTT and TON. b, Proposed OSDAs
for the synthesis of MTT/TON intergrowth. c, Phase competition metrics and d, shape
matching between MTT and TON.
Finally, we show that the method can also be applied to large-pore, three dimensional
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zeolites. One example is the BEC/ISV intergrowth, which is often only obtained in the
presence of germanium or fluoride in the synthesis media. 31 Despite the challenge usually
associated to predicting OSDAs for zeolites with intersecting pores, the design principles
successfully recover the literature results for phase selectivity in BEC and ISV. Figure 4 shows
the proposed OSDAs for the synthesis of this intergrown structure. Reference OSDAs for
the selective synthesis of BEC are indeed more favorable towards this framework compared
to ISV (Fig. 4a,c). Furthermore, the red area towards OSDAs with longer Axis 1 in Fig. 4d
recover the fact that longer OSDAs favor BEC zeolite, since the unit cells of BEC and ISV
have very similar a and b lattice parameters, but ISV has a c lattice parameter 1% smaller
than the c in the BEC unit cell. Similarly to the MTT/TON example, this indicates that the
commensurability between the OSDA and the zeolite is a useful parameter when predicting
phase selectivity. From these insights and the results from Fig. 4d, we suggest that OSDAs
with an Axis 1 between 9 and 10 Å lie in the phase boundary between BEC and ISV, and
could be used to direct a zeolite intergrowth.
Since this rationale can be extended to any pair of zeolites that are individually templated
by OSDAs, bi-selective OSDAs leading to other intergrown structures can be predicted.
In Figs. S3-10 in the Supporting Information, we show the applicability of this method
towards many other intergrowths, including known disordered structures such as SBS/SBT,
FAU/EMT, MEL/MFI, ITH/ITR, RTH/ITE, and ERI/OFF. In cases such as MEL/MFI
or RTH/ITE (Figs. S3,4), the difficulty in distinguishing between phase boundaries may
explain why these phases are typically found as intergrowths even when a single OSDA is
used. As the shapes of the cavities are very similar, bi-selectivity is more easily achieved
compared to other intergrowths. In other cases such as FAU/EMT, ITH/ITR, ERI/OFF,
AFS/BPH (Figs. S5-8), the shape boundaries are more subtle, and often dominated by one of
the end members. This suggests that balancing phase competition between the polymorphs
could require tuning other synthesis conditions in addition to the OSDA. This is also the
case of SBS/SBT (Fig. S9), whose intergrowth can be tuned beyond the use of bi-selective
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Figure 4: a, Reference OSDAs for the synthesis of BEC and ISV. b, Proposed OSDAs for
the synthesis of BEC/ISV intergrowth. c, Phase competition metrics and d, shape matching
between BEC and ISV.
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OSDAs by selecting inorganic structure-directing agents that cooperate to crystallize the
disordered structure. 32 Finally, OSDAs for realizing the hypothetical intergrowth AEI/SAV
(Fig. S10) is proposed. Whereas SAV is typically synthesized as a zeotype, synthesizing an
aluminosilicate SAV framework intergrown with SSZ-39 (AEI framework) may be interesting
for catalytic applications such as NOx -SCR beyond pure AEI or CHA/AEI intergrowths.
In summary, we combined simulations, data mining, and design principles to propose
bi-selective OSDAs for intergrowth zeolites. By visualizing the OSDAs according to their
phase competition and shape matching metrics, we designed promising bi-selective candidates for cost-efficient synthesis of intergrowth zeolites. The method was demonstrated for
small-, medium-, and large-pore zeolites, and extended towards several known intergrowths.
Furthermore, we proposed OSDAs that could realize a hypothetical intergrowth. This work
is expected to accelerate discovery of intergrown zeolites using computation.

Supporting Information Available
Computational methods, visualizations and comparisons of binding modes/metrics for proposed OSDAs in CHA/AFX zeolites, and proposed OSDAs for 8 intergrowth zeolite pairs.
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